
1. Alternative permissioned distributed ledgers using SMR: 

Based on paxos we currently have (a) E-paxos (leaderless/1 round), (b) BFTRaft (leader 

based/sync), (c) ByzV-Paxos (leader based/async/permissioned), (d) ByzX-paxos (less on 

leader/async/permissioned) etc. 

 

Possibilities: (i) improve (a) with Byz; (ii) derive another (b) that has same abilities as (d); (iii) 

implement a proof of concept using Land transactions- buyer/seller/notary/land registry (could 

use hyperledger) 

 

2. GPU clusters: Lock free programming  options for DM clusters with TM is to be investigated. 

 

(a) Cuda locks can be replaced by TM. Extend this work to plain cuda/MPI, spark (with 

CRDT)/cuda environments.   

 

(b) Taking the DM cluster as a whole, is there a way to use TM on a PGAS model? If the DM has 

gpu’s,  PGAS (eg. Openshmem) can exploit it. So, with or w/o gpus, can TM programming 

done on PGAS (either openshmem or UPC)?   

 

(c) GPU clusters – industrial finger print matching at scale with suitable in-memory distributed 

database (e.g., infinispan)  

 

(d) GPU clusters –emulate using maxinet a virtual topology on DM and implement efficient 

CNNs 

 

3. Multi-objective swarm optimization: extend pervious work on MOPSO.   

(a) Evolutionary game theory: HMOPSO (Vilnius thesis) where a particle switches status. 
Another variation is MOPSO/DE (sub swarm leaders are competitively chosen). In 
both these, cooperation and competition aspects of game theory is exploited.  
 

(b) Game theoretic evolution: This is explained by the MIT thesis where particles play 

pair wise games, with no swarms. This method of game playing can be embedded to 

cellular automata (cellular evolutionary algorithms: CEA). That is, we replace DE in 

(a) above, with CEA playing a game. So we get MOPSO/CEA (with a game). 
 

4. DEBS grand challenge problems on CEP for streaming data (see 

http://www.cs.otago.ac.nz/debs2018/calls/gc.html ), or ECG analytics  

 

5. NNs and swarms: so far these have been identified as unique computational paradigms; yet they 

are also reversible – i.e., they can do general purpose computation; e.g., view as a weighted 

directed graph running distributed computation for consensus/LE etc. 

 

6. Equivalent process algebras for computation: we have algebras for sequential, concurrent, 

recursive, cellular etc., What about for NN (pattern classification) or swarms (optimization). 

 



7. Opportunistic nets revisited (extension of past work): mobility modeled as a form of process 

failure and reboot; define ‘crash consistent’ quorums by possibly using scalable vector clocks for 

(1,1) and (N,N) atomic register implementations 

 

8. Exploiting graph ‘local’ models: cheap querying on summarized subgraphs instead of massive 

graphs with graph summarization of streams (extension of past work) 

 

 


